HOLLROCK ENGINEERING, INC.
Golf Range Equipment
Range Target Net
Parts List
Your Target Net comes with the following parts:
Part Name

Quantity

Net ...................................................................................................................... 1
Base 40” Right ................................................................................................... 1
Base 40” Left ..................................................................................................... 1
Base 57.75” Back ............................................................................................... 1
Upright 34.5” Right ............................................................................................ 1
Upright 34.5 Left ................................................................................................ 1
Diagonal 48.25” Right ........................................................................................ 1
Diagonal 48.25” Left .......................................................................................... 1
Support Strut, 22” ............................................................................................... 2
Plate w/threaded posts, 4”x3” ............................................................................ 2
Hold Down Plate, 1”x3” ..................................................................................... 2
Flexible Catch Hoop, 48.75” ............................................................................... 4
Hex Bolts, 1/4”x3/4” (Frame) ............................................................................ 16
Hex Bolts, 1/4”x1/2” (Hoop) ............................................................................... 4
Nylon Stop Nuts, 1/4”......................................................................................... 24
Instructions .......................................................................................................... 1

Some Assembly Required

Tools required: (2) 7/16” Wrench or Socket Wrench
Step 1: Lay 40” base (right) on ground with the 2 holes on the ground.
Step 2: Lay 34.5” upright (right) with the hole in the square end lined up with inset hole of the
40” base. This 34.5” upright should lay on top of the 40” base, insert bolt (The 1/4” x 3/4” hex
bolt will be use for frame assembly), put nut on loosely.
Step 3: Lay 48.25” diagonal (right) between end of 40” base and the end of 34.5” upright. The
three-hole end should meet with the 34.5” upright, then insert a bolt at each end, put on nuts and
tighten. (Repeat procedure with Left base, upright, & diagonal.)

Step 4: Stand up both sides with ‘L’ sides facing toward each other.

Step 5: Take 57.75” back base and lay across back of uprights, between left and right bases,
insert end bolts, put on nuts and tighten.
Step 6: Bolt on both 22” flat support struts between 34.5” upright and 57.75” back base. Tighten
all nuts and bolts.
Step 7: Take 2 flexible catch hoops and line up the ends lengthwise so that the 2 holes match up,
insert 2 bolts (1/4” x 1/2” hex bolt), put on nuts and tighten. (Repeat procedure with the
remaining two catch hoops.)
Step 8: Take the net and lay it out flat on the ground. Find the seam and start threading one of
the assembled catch hoops (from steps 7 & 8) through the loops along the perimeter of the net.
Go halfway around the net and then stop. (Repeat this procedure with the second assembled
catch hoop around the remaining half net.)
Step 9: Once both assembled catch hoops are threaded around equal portions of the net, line up
the 2 holes from the end of both catch hoops. Take the 3”x4” plate w/threaded posts and insert
the threaded posts from the outside, through the lined up holes, then put the 1”x3” hold down
plate over the threaded posts. Put on nuts and tighten. (Repeat this procedure on the other side
of the hoop.)
Step 10: Mount the whole net with hoop to frame.

Enjoy your Target Net and remember to contact Hollrock Engineering for all your Range needs.
www.HollrockGolfRange.com

